
Signage Committee 3/2/17
Attendance: Doni, Tim, Olivia, Jill, Huitt, Rogien, Andrew, Geoff, Josephine, Nick, Ty

1. ADA Signs - Meeting w/ Rose soon, tentatively scheduled
2. U-Club: Leaving in current section.
3. Campus Advisory Feedback: met again, liking the process. Doni planning to meet with

Conference and Event Services soon.
4. Postcard going out to everyone once maps are complete. May also include advertising

avenues.
5. Digital Signs (Rogien): digital sign arrived, working with Huitt to pair w/ content player.

May test tomorrow for Transfer Visit Day. Seems nice and could be a good option for
more down the road for dead spots (only $1200). Can be ordered as touchscreen but
triple(ish) cost. ACTION: Go to EPO and check it out.

6. Map changes in-progress:
1. Alphabetized rooms
2. New play icon
3. Still need to figure out wrapping columns for map legend: Remove second icon

or no? Can we eliminate wrapping? ACTION: Need to find a solution for ordering
icons in sequential order (Eat, Play, Shop, Relax, Gather, Learn). 

4. ACTION: Need to specify location of different map layouts, so it’s clear which
ones are going where?

5. ACTION: Combine meeting rooms into one line for static maps w/ range of
numbers

6. ACTION: Label levels on static maps
7. ACTION: Need to find solution for “behind you,” could test u-turn arrows with

“u-turn” spelled out. Make mocks by next week and test w/ user groups before
next meeting (ideally). 

8. Changing Theatre to “Gather”, leaving Duhesa “Play”
7. EMS at each LCD display: Longer term, Huitt and Phil discussing and moving forward. 
8. Vertical Screen orientation (Huitt): Still want to consider, no movement yet. Content on-

screen needs to adapt. Need to test and re-mount (best over summer). Can test w/
new vertical kiosk screen, which will also run Four Winds. ACTION: Colab to start
working on vertical content for screens. Huitt to put in project in FP.

9. Ty - SDPS feedback for digital maps: 
1. Some screens (starting w/ EPO), not evident that they are touch screens,

especially when there are ads running, also “You are Here” not accurate on that
screen which breaks restroom nav. Also need to change groupings according to
recent changes. Group icons should match map colors for each. 

2. By Curfman, bench and trashcan in the way of the screen, preventing access.
Also routing for restrooms off (sends to theatre instead of right next to display).

3. When selecting group, “next” and “back” buttons aren’t prominent enough,
confusing when you don’t see what you’re looking for.

4. Screen by Campus Info: not clear that this is a touch screen, especially w/ ads
running. 

5. Screen by Ram Tech: right in the middle of interacting an ad popped up and



took over the screen, interrupting wayfinding. Also routing to theatre elevator to
get to Rm. 300 (inaccurate) and missing ASCSU elevator. 

6. Map symbols for key don’t match map. 
7. Rogien Feedback: Some routing off, seems odd. 

1. ACTION: Phil - Audit all paths, points, and egresses to ensure accuracy.
Make sure no passing through walls, all paths connect. 

10. New Food Venue/Level 100 Traffic (Geoff): 
1. 6 months of conceptual phase, opening in August. Open similar hours/days to

Skeller, Need to increase Level 100 traffic (challenge since renovation), missing
traffic from east entrance and could be a good additional option to food court.
Hoping to play well with Skeller, similar but expanded options. 

2. Signage: 
1. Maybe return to idea of screen over main stair? Power and data in place,

anchoring should work but need to assess safety backup need. Need to
decide size and if we want to do it or not, plus what content it will display.
Need to solidify if Mike is on board with this route. 

2. Olivia: utilizing promos/discounts like two-punch Tuesday effective, would
be good to implement with new venue. Also confusion around who is
allowed in Skeller. Table Tents effective, maybe run a campaign to
promote Level 100 offerings? Maybe ads behind info desk or wrap
around? 

3. Maybe utilize new vertical LCD kiosks, pending placement options that
don’t impede? 

4. Maybe specify all food at each foodcourt entry between 11-3, highlighting
add’l options downstairs. 

5. Already looked into ceiling mounted hanging sign, not a great option. 
6. Maybe add wall-mount sign next to elevator, promoting all of level 100

(similar to intermissions, could fold and only be out during peak times)
7. Also should consider capturing traffic from transit enter, how to route

people down the hall. 
8. Can highlight in Guidebook app.

3. Also need to route traffic to microbrew once opened. 
11. Green wayfinding updated, might need to change again if RDS changes name. 
12. Studen Survey (Olivia):

1. Trying to find out which students are looking for what, digging into student roles,
time in the LSC, etc.

2. Looking to find out their preference on maps, how they find out where to go.
Maybe add a question specific to finding events/particularly challenging areas to
navigate. 

13. Sub-Committee (Olivia): Recruit from larger committee, and connect w/ Colab and
Assessment committee for assistance. 


